
Eureka Park Recreation Center
City of Roanoke

COMMENTS FROM
COMMUNITY MEETING #2 JANUARY 24, 2023



SITE RELATED COMMENTS

Handball

Soccer field please!

Can you keep the baseball field? 

Where is the pickleball court to be located?

No Basketball! 

The beauty of basketball is that it can be played alone 

or in a small group – all you need is a ball.

Our kids should have access to more than basketball

Outdoor walking tracks

Outdoor lighting, on motion sensors

Solar lighting outside

Outdoor shelters

Parking need 75-100 spaces 

Additional parking 

Parking, ample parking

Covering for children getting off bus 

Tree survey

Outdoor track / walking area

Outdoor play area

Bike + walk trail

Bike station area

Picnic shelter + electricity for 100 people

Seating area 2/ shade around park for parents



BUILDING RELATED COMMENTS

Will there be elevator access between the two levels?

Modern building materials 

Bldg have windows open light (natural)

What to keep air circulating similar to cupola due to covid

Do not forget the adults when you build this center

Sponsors to sponsor rooms ie untied way, HBCU’s, 

Kiwanis

ADA entrance

Entrance to replicate the community’s rich history  ex: 

metal accent memorial seating area w/ benches

Preserve older building. Get historic organization involved 

to restore it and use for other purpose and dedicate 

building to Brown + Keeling + include a small outside area 

dedicated to a memorial garden in memory of loss loved 

ones due to gun violence etc.  A small seating area w/ a 

few flowers and sculpture/art

The center will remain, this is wonderful.  The planned 

sketches are almost breathtaking.  And perhaps my years 

are such that with all the beauty to behold.  Looking at the 

posters, etc ,the plan is almost breath taking.  Great the 

center and beauty is in the eyes of the beholder.  Still, I 

have questions / concerns. : There are concerns: With the 

new facility how much of the land will be taker?  Baseball 

field, shelters for outdoor events, cookouts?

This isn’t a good fit for this neighborhood.  It would create 

traffic and safety problems.  There needs to be a good 

renovation for the recreation center to serve the 

neighborhood and community.  This is a HUGE facility 

that doesn’t belong there.  Listen to the Neighborhood!  

Don’t plan a meeting on the same day and time that the 

neighborhood meets without working with them. Terrible 

start!



BUILDING RELATED COMMENTS

Community rooms large enough to accommodate small, 

medium + large fellowships up to 100 people

Make the multipurpose room as big as possible.

Sound proof room for music /conf room 

Floating walls adjoining 2 multipurpose rooms for larger 

events w/ av/projectors + screen

Study area/library (no library close by)

Resource center

Electronical stage on the wall

Separated gyms are good

Have a cover for the children getting off the bus

Foldable room dividers

Ping pong table

Two gyms seems like a waste of space that can be 

dedicated to other types of programming space

Indoor track 

Inside track

Keep 2 gyms

Entrance facing the park either scheme

Volleyball in gyms 

Weight room + smaller one

Exercise wt room priority

Priority full courts (2) w/ seating – NO ECHO, for 

multipurpose room purposes



BUILDING RELATED COMMENTS

Multipurpose room needs access to kitchen

Kitchen 300+ sq ft w/ full size fridge, stove, microwave, 

cabinet, counter space, sink

Larger kitchen – cooking classes for toddlers, students, 

adults, seniors

The kitchen seems to small for community events.  How 

much larger can the kitchen be expanded?

Larger kitchen to accommodate events, cooking classes, 

etc

Catering kitchen should be considered.  Could 

accommodate large group events / celebrations with 

food. Could generate revenue for rec teams/events with 

concessions. Could generate rental $$ for events.

Larger kitchen for cooking classes 



SAFETY / SECURITY RELATED COMMENTS

What consideration is being made for lighting and camera to make this center 

SAFE!! We don’t want it to attract criminal activity!

Security

Make sure the kids are safe while other groups are able to use facility as well

A lot of lights outside

Overhead entrance to building for safety and covering from weather

Fall out shelter ability

A lot of light near courts and playground and walkways to parking lot

Fallout shelter ability

Outside safety – lights, motion lights

Poles to barricade / protect someone from running into building. 

Motion security lights



SPECIFIC SCHEME COMMENTS

BAR SCHEME

Bar scheme looks too large and unattractive for the park

Bar: long warehouse looking building

Windows needed

LAWN SCHEME

Covering over entrance

COURTYARD SCHEME

Amphitheatre area w/ stadium seats priority

Outdoor plaza – tables + trees around back area

Outdoor plaza around back with tables



MEETING COMMENTS & QUESTIONS

MEETING COMMENTS

Please use a sound system next time

Please schedule around the meeting time of the local 

neighborhood groups.  Melrose-rugby meets the 4th 

Tuesday at 6:30pm.

QUESTIONS

Which “scheme” takes the least trees?

How many covered shelters will be built in the park?

Is the baseball diamond staying?  

Where are the picnic shelters?

How is the flow of traffic going to be improved?

How will the Evans Spring project affect the traffic in 

this area?

What plans do you have in regard to the traffic pattern?

Are you going to employ sustainable energy or solar?

How much will my real estate tax increase?

What is the location of the latest renovated rec center 

in Roanoke city?

Where are the areas that are dedicated to adult 

activities?

Why is the main entrance on Carroll Avenue instead of 

Staunton?

How far will parking be from the actual building? 

How will parking be improved? 

What do the #s off 14th St mean?
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